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Welcome to Hotel Colombo
Your hotel at the sunniest azorean island

Hotel Colombo is a spacious and bright hotel, with both rooms and apartments, at Vila do Porto in Santa Maria Island.  
The hotel is conveniently located at a 10-minute drive from the airport, harbor, and Praia Formosa.  
Here, time goes slower, so it’s the perfect spot to enjoy the loveliest views and the warm sunset light. With no rush, enjoy our swimming pool, bar, garden, terrace, and balcony views.
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Our Rooms
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From the land to the ocean, Santa Maria is a unique and sunny island.  

Get to know our staff’s suggestions.
Suggestions from our staff
- A Casa dos Fósseis: A museum for the curious
- Boat trip to Formigas Islets: Memorable
- Dive in: The Island is most known for its unique diving spots
- South Coast Trail: Walk through fossils and beach
- Fontinhas Florestal Park: for the picnic lovers
- Barreiro da Faneca: A red desert at the Azores?
- Poço da Pedreira and Pico Vermelho Viewpoint: surprising and photogenic
- Formosa Beach and São Lourenço Bay: tan, dive, repeat
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+351 296 206 004Call cost to the national fixed network

reservas@colombo-hotel.com
RNET #7310
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